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QUESTION 1

Which data can be transferred to both account-based CO-PA and costing-based CO-PA? There are 2 correct answers
to this question. 

A. Commitments 

B. Split of cost of goods sold according to the cost component split 

C. Statistical sales conditions 

D. Variances to work in process values 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

In your SAP S/4HANA system, ledger group L1 is assigned to a US GAAP accounting principle. You want to assign
ledger group to the L1 to a separate depreciation areas that posts acquisition and production cost APC) and
depreciation values. Which of the following limitations prevent you from making assignment? 

A. You assign transfer of APC values only from depreciation areas to which the same accounting principle is assigned. 

B. One of the underlying ledgers is assigned to a fiscal year variant that has a different start/end date than the other
ledgers. 

C. You use the accounts approach to parallel valuation and all accounting principles are assigned to a single ledger. 

D. The US GAAP values need to be reported in USG-but-the company code currency is defined as EUR. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You create a new G/L account. Which G/L account type can you assign? There are 2 correct answer to this question. 

A. Secondary Costs 

B. Internal Activity Costs 

C. Assessment Costs 

D. Primary Costs or Revenue 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which actions will dose a dispute case created for a short payment? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
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A. Posting a credit memo for only cash discount amount. 

B. Running the automatic write-off program. 

C. Running the auto-confirm dispute case program. 

D. Receiving a payment for the open amount. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

You post a payment to a supplier invoice. In the universal journal table you see more line items are created than were
visible in the document entry view. Which configuration may have caused the additional 

line items? There are 2 correct answer to this question. 

A. Zero balance Indicator for profit center 

B. A non-leading ledger 

C. An additional accounting principle 

D. An extension ledger 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

What customizing option is available during the conversion project of an SAP ERP system with classic G/L to SAP
S/4HANA 1809? 

A. Introduce document splitting 

B. Add an extension ledger. 

C. Implement a new currency type. 

D. Replace the accounts approach with the ledger approach. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Your customer creates full balance sheets on profit center level. You transfer costs between cost centers within the
company code and the profit center changes. Which accounts are displayed in the G/L view? 

A. G/L account defined in real-time-integration CO-Fl Zero-balance clearing account 

B. G/L account defined in real-time-integration CO-Fl Original cost account 
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C. Original cost account Zero-balance clearing account 

D. G/L account defined in reconciliation ledger Zero-balance clearing account 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to create a new user-defined characteristic in account based CO-PA and must ensure that is part of the
universal journal entry. Which actions do you have to perform? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Activate the CO-PA append structure in ACDOCA. 

B. Create the user-defined characteristic and add it to the operating concern. 

C. Maintain the proper derivation rules in transaction KEDR. 

D. Generate the operating concern. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 9

Your customer wants to convert their SAP ERP classic general ledger to SAP S/4HANA. What system configuration
options are available for the customer within the converted system? There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Implementation of additional ledgers for parallel accounting 

B. Implementation of chart of accounts conversion 

C. Implementation of additional currency type 

D. Implementation of document splitting 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 10

Which modules remain unchanged after the migration to SAP S/4HANA? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this
question. 

A. Account-based CO-PA 

B. Special purpose ledger 

C. Liquidity planning 

D. Costing-based CO-PA 

E. Classic profit center accounting 
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Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 11

Which transactions generate a prima nota entry in the system in addition to the universal journal entry? There are 2
correct answers to this question. 

A. Post FI supplier invoice (FB60) 

B. Assessment cycle of cost centers (KSU5) 

C. Settlement of internal order (KO88) 

D. Post time sheet data to Controlling (CAT7) 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

What can you do with asset accounting in SAP S/4HANA Finance? There are 3 correct answer to this question. 

A. Post revenue for retirements by acquisition and production cost. 

B. Complete periodic acquisition and production cost adjustments postings. 

C. Simultaneously post separate values by depreciation area. 

D. Assign separate settlement rules for depreciation areas. 

E. Define transaction types by depreciation area. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following options in SAP S/4HANA 1809 is only possible in costing-based CO-PA and NOT in account-
based CO-PA? 

A. Sales order entry postings. 

B. Cost of goods sold (COGS) split per cost component. 

C. Production variance split per variance category. 

D. Manual postings. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14
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What cost center planning process can write data directly to plan item table ACDOCP? Please choose the correct
answer. 

A. Manual planning of cost with workbook 

B. Internal activity price calculation 

C. Manual planning of statistical key figures 

D. Formula planning with templates 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

In a first step, you create an account with account type "secondary cost element" and cost element category "42" in
controlling area A000 and company code 1010.In a second step, you change this account to cost category "43" in
company code 1750, which is assigned to the same controlling area. What is the effect in the system when you save
this account? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. The cost element category is different in the two company codes 

B. The user is asked which category will be used in the future 

C. This system brings up an error message and rejects the change 

D. The cost element category in the account is also changed for company code 1010. 

Correct Answer: D 
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